if the plan should be so made. The bathroom is usually next so that plumb-
ing features of heating kitchen and bath may be economically combined.
3. In this case (two bedrooms and a workshop which may become a
future bedroom) the single bathroom for the sake of privacy is not im-
mediately connected to any single bedroom. Bathrooms opening directly
into a bedroom occupied by more than one person or two bedrooms open-
ing into a single bathroom have been badly overdone. We will have as
much garden and space in all these space appropriations as our money
allows after we have simplified construction by way of the technique we
have tried out.
A modest house, this Usonian house, a dwelling place that has no feeling
at all for the 'grand' except as the house extends itself in the flat parallel
to the ground. It will be a companion to the horizon. With floor-heating
that kind of extension on the ground can hardly go too far for comfort or
beauty of proportion, provided it does not cost too much in upkeep. As a
matter of course a home like this is an architect's creation. It is not a
builder's nor an amateur's effort. There is considerable risk in exposing
the scheme to imitation or emulation.
This is true because a house of this type could not be well built and
achieve its design except as an architect oversees the building.
And the building would fail of proper effect unless the furnishing and
planting were all done by advice of the architect.
Thus briefly these few descriptive paragraphs instead of a floor plan
may help to indicate how stuffy and stifling the little colonial hot-boxes,
hallowed by government or not, really are where Usonian family life is
concerned. You might easily put two of them, each costing more, into the
living space of this one and not go much outside the walls. Here is a
moderate-cost brick-and-wood house that by our own new technology has
been greatly extended both in scale and comfort: a single house suited to
prefabdication because the factory can go to the house.
Imagine how the costs would come down were the technique a familiar
matter or if many houses were to be executed at one time—probably
down to f brty-five hundred dollars, according to number built and location.
There is a freedom of movement, and a privacy too, afforded by the
general arrangement here that is unknown to the current 'boxment'.
Let us say nothing about beauty. Beauty is an ambiguous term concern-
ing an affair of taste in the provinces of which our big cities are the
largest.
But I think a cultured American, we say Usonian, housewife will look
well in it. The now inevitable car will seem a part of it.
Where does the garden leave off and the house begin? Where the
garden begins and the house leaves off.
Withal, this Usonian dwelling seems a thing loving the ground with
the new sense of space, light, and freedom—to which our U.S.A. is
entitled.
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